
6 Earth-friendly Promo Ideas  
That Capture Summer Vibes

Summer is all about getting outside, 
embracing nature, and of course,  
having fun! If you want to capture 
summery vibes in an eco-friendly way, 
explore these sustainable giveaways for  
summer events and campaigns.

In this flyer you’ll find both plantable 
products that will grow and bloom as 
well as handmade soaps made with 
natural ingredients.
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Seed Packets for Gardening Themes

Go Beachy With Ocean Soap

Plantable Wristbands for Outdoor Events
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Nothing says summer like gardening! 
These fun seed packets are fully 
customizable and come in a wide  
range of options. 

As low as $1.67

Ditch the plastic waste and opt for a 
biodegradable solution that also grows 
flowers with these colorful seed paper 
wristbands. 

As low as $0.55

Inspired by a shoreline, this artistic soap 
made with natural ingredients will get 
noticed. Plus, 10% of the sales go to 
Oceana for ocean conservation efforts.

As low as $6.84
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Fresh & Fruity Grapefruit Soap

Blooming Seed Bombs
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MADE IN CANADA         

Available through your local distributor

Perfect for camping and BBQ season, 
this two tone bar has summery scent 
and is made with natural ingredients. 

As low as $6.84

Available in custom-branded sets of three, 
wildflower seed bombs are a creative way 
to plant and grow that stemmed from the 
guerrilla gardening movement. 

As low as $3.56 per package

GLR5013 (Full Size) GLR5014 (Half Thick)

SKUs vary. Please inquire.

Summer-Inspired Seed Shapes

Add your logo or message to a colorful 
seed shape for a quick and easy 
giveaway. Pick from a wide variety 
of shapes including bees, butterflies, 
flowers and more! 

SKUs vary. Please inquire.
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